
Our innovative and growing company is looking for an aircraft assembler. Thank
you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We
look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for aircraft assembler

Effectively use a variety of tools specific to removal/installation of
components
Must be able to read and perform work to customer/company prints,
specifications, Must demonstrate ability to identify basic blueprint reading
criteria (lines, views, notes, keys, revisions)
Maintain quality of work with less than 15% rework to ensure overall integrity
of aircraft
Maintain customer/company (records, data, logs, ) as necessary, or required
by supervision
Ability to complete required forms, data entry, and time sheets associated
with daily labor documentation
Accurately complete time recording requirements on a daily basis
Report defective material or any other unusual circumstance or condition to
group leader or supervision
Follow standard practices and procedures as outlined by Policies &
Procedures and approved by management
Follow all EH&S (Environmental Health & Safety), OSHA (Occupational Safety
& Health Administration), EPA (Environmental Protection Agency), and FAA
(Federal Aviation Administration) regulations as outlined in company policies
and procedures
Rivet and assemble repetitive type parts that have been assigned to
specialized group, such as nutplate group, squeeze group, drilling & riveting
group
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Ability to compute rate, ratio and percent, draw and interpret bar graphs and
add, subtract, multiply and divide in all units of measure, using whole
numbers, common fractions, and decimals
Must be available for overtime and/or work flexible schedule as job
requirements dictate and to solve practical problems and deal with a variety
of variables where only limited standardization exists
Experience with basic sheet metal, riveting, assembly methods and common
shop practices
Experience interpreting and working from blueprints, sketches and written
and verbal instructions, in English
Experience or training applying shop math
Capable of working any shift


